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GREECE: GREECE: GREECE: GREECE: EDGINGEDGINGEDGINGEDGING    TOWARDS REASONTOWARDS REASONTOWARDS REASONTOWARDS REASON????    
Kicking and screaming to the very last minute, Greece's populist government seems to be edging towards the 
inevitable U-turn. Amid intense diplomacy, negotiations with the creditors have apparently not yet resolved the 
three tough issues of pension reform, labour market reforms and the size of the required primary surplus for 2015 
From the old target of 3% of GDP, the creditors have reportedly gone down to 2%, while Greece is offering 1%. But 
it seems to be gradually dawning on Prime Minister Tsipras that he will have to back down to receive more mon-
ey and stay in the euro. 
 
Greek media reports suggest that the government may abandon some of its erstwhile "red lines". That probably 
does not go far enough to clinch a deal at the Eurogroup meeting this Monday, which may yield very little beyond 
a statement noting some progress and many comments urging the Greek side to hurry up. 
 
There is growing optimism that Greece will have the money and the political will to make the €750mn payment to 
the IMF due on 12 May, with some media and European officials suggesting that Greece can last well into June. On 
the Greek side, some senior officials have suggested again that Tsipras may call a referendum to ratify a tough 
deal with the creditors in order to neutralise opposition from his own left wing. A new opinion poll over the 
weekend confirmed that 66% of Greeks want their government to strike a deal with creditors with only 30% 
against such a deal. Support for Syriza’s negotiating strategy continued to decline from 82% in February to 54% 
this weekend. 
 
We continue to see a 70% chance that Greece will eventually strike the necessary deals and stay in the euro, poten-
tially at the cost of renewed domestic political turmoil. But the risks are still serious. German finance minister 
Schäuble warned on Friday that defaults can happen suddenly. The inexperienced Greek government might have 
overestimated its financial resources. A senior IMF official admitted that his institution is working with some 
southeastern European countries exposed to Greece on contingency plans for a Greek default according to the 
Wall Street Journal, while the Troika is analysing Greek scenarios including the government issuing IOUs to make 
internal payments, which could become the nucleus for a new currency according to Germany’s Die Welt. If there 
is goodwill on the Greek side, the Eurozone can manage accidents. But the fact that the Eurozone has the tools to 
contain the financial damage of a Greek default to other countries swiftly, in contrast to 2012, means Europe will 
only go so far to help Greece stay in the euro. 
 
GERMAN POLITICS: STEADY AS SHE GOESGERMAN POLITICS: STEADY AS SHE GOESGERMAN POLITICS: STEADY AS SHE GOESGERMAN POLITICS: STEADY AS SHE GOES    
Regional elections in Germany's smallest state, the city of Bremen, yielded no major surprise on Sunday. Losses 
for centre-left SPD and for Greens from a very high base were contrasted to modest gains for Chancellor Merkel's 
centre-right CDU from a very low base and some gains for ultra-left Left party. The “red-green” coalition main-
tained a stable majority in the city’s parliament. The right-wing populist AfD scraped into the regional parliament 
with 5.5%, but is and increasingly mired in internal divisions between a liberal anti-euro wing and an anti-
immigration right wing. 
 
The impact on national politics in Berlin should be negligible. Voter turn-out hit a record low of just 50% and 
some local oddities played a role, so the result is no clear guide to overall German trends. For the federal level, the 
only remarkable results seem to be (1) the rebound of the small liberal FDP. Merkel’s former coalition partner, 
which has now managed to clear the 5% hurdle convincingly at state level for the second time in a row and (2) the 
combined losses for SPD-Green which emphasise that a SPD-Green coalition looks unlikely to gain a majority at 
the next federal election in September 2017. For the time being, Merkel looks rather safe. 
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CHINA: THIRD RATE CUT IN SIX MONTHSCHINA: THIRD RATE CUT IN SIX MONTHSCHINA: THIRD RATE CUT IN SIX MONTHSCHINA: THIRD RATE CUT IN SIX MONTHS    
Over the weekend, the People’s Bank of China cut its main interest rates for the third time in six months. With the 
latest reduction by 25bp, the main lending rate has now dropped from 6% in November 2014 to 5.1% and the de-
posit rate from 3.0% to 2.25%. With GDP growth rates having dropped from the 2014 average of 7.4% to 7.0% yoy in 
Q1 and April soft data pointing to a continuing slowdown, the PBoC is exploiting the ample room for stimulus an 
inflation rate of merely 1.5%, 2 percentage points below target, affords. If this moderate stimulus is not enough to 
boost confidence indicators and eventually growth, the authorities are likely to go further, potentially including 
new fiscal stimulus as well. We expect China’s economic growth to continue cooling, but without threatening jobs 
growth and thus political stability. In 2016, GDP growth is likely to fall below 7%, but with market allocation of 
resources and consumption playing a bigger role, the quality of that growth will be better than previous export 
and investment-led expansion rates. 
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